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Animal Traditions maintains that the assumption that the selection of
genes supplies both a sufficient explanation of the evolution of behav-
iour and a true description of its course is, despite its almost univer-
sal acclaim, wrong. Eytan Avital and Eva Jablonka contend that
evolutionary explanations must take into account the well-established
fact that, in mammals and birds, the transfer of learnt information
across generations is both ubiquitous and indispensable. The introduc-
tion of the behavioural inheritance system into the Darwinian
explanatory scheme enables the authors to offer new interpretations
for common behaviours such as maternal behaviours, behavioural
conflicts within families, adoption and helping. This approach offers a
richer view of heredity and evolution, integrates developmental and
evolutionary processes, suggests new lines for research and provides a
constructive alternative to both the selfish gene and meme views of
the world. It will make stimulating reading for all those interested in
evolutionary biology, sociobiology, behavioural ecology and psychology.

eytan avital is a lecturer in Zoology in the Department of Natural
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and edited several others on zoology and evolution for the Israel
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Preface

This book is about the way in which the evolution of birds and mammals
is affected by social learning and by the traditions formed by social learn-
ing. From observation and experiment, we know that higher animals
can acquire information from or through the behaviour of others, and
through their own behaviour they can transmit this information to the
next generation. Variations in such socially acquired and transmitted
behaviour-influencing information cannot be under direct genetic
control, since animals with very similar genes can have, and pass on,
very different behaviours and traditions. There is clearly another inher-
itance system, a behavioural system of information transmission, which
is superimposed on the genetic system. Some years ago we decided that
the evolutionary consequences of this additional tier of variation and
inheritance were worth exploring, and set out to see how our view of
the evolution of higher animals is altered by incorporating non-genetic
behavioural inheritance and the traditions that it produces. This book
is the outcome of that endeavour.

We found that adding the behavioural system of information trans-
mission has some radical implications for the current gene-centred view
of evolution. For example, the classical distinctions between develop-
ment and evolution become very blurred. An animal tradition is the
product of a historical, evolutionary process, yet it can be formed and
transmitted only if it is actively constructed during the behavioural
development of individuals and groups. Unlike genetic information,
behavioural information must be used and displayed for it to be trans-
mitted. The generation and transmission of learnt behaviours are there-
fore not independent of their development, since any change acquired
during the development of a behaviour can be passed on. Consequently,
evolutionary adaptations are not shaped exclusively by selective pro-
cesses; the evolution of behavioural adaptations involves the inheritance
of acquired characters.

In acknowledging the importance of behavioural inheritance, we
reject the rigid gene-centred sociobiological view of evolution, which
ignores the influence of habits and traditions. As we see it, any evolu-
tionary interpretation of social behaviour requires a consideration of
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both genetic and ‘cultural’ factors. Variations in socially transmitted
behaviours affect evolution in two ways: first, the variant behaviours
are an additional source of raw material for selection; second, social
behaviour forms part of the selective regime in which individuals live,
learn and reproduce. Therefore, habits and traditions are not merely the
products of evolution – they are also one of its major constructing
agents. 

In presenting our ideas, we have not attempted to provide a compre-
hensive review of animal social learning and cultural evolution, since
they are subjects which, much to our delight, are reaching vast, text-
book dimensions. Instead, we have explored the consequences of the
two-tier thinking that we believe is necessary for the evolutionary inter-
pretation of various types of behaviour – thinking that includes both
the behavioural and the genetic inheritance systems. In most chapters,
we start our discussion by presenting a description of real-life behav-
iour based on our own observations of animals, because we feel that
such descriptions make the reading more enjoyable and introduce a
social and ecological framework that makes the subsequent discussion
easier to follow. To avoid the inevitable stumbling over unfamiliar Latin
names, we use common species names throughout the book, but pro-
vide a detailed index of species at the end. We present many examples
that portray the scope and breadth of animal traditions, and explain
our reasons for believing that this is merely the tip of a large iceberg.
We show that when we consider the exchange and the sharing of learnt
information in an evolutionary framework, we are often compelled to
change previous assumptions about the costs and benefits of the behav-
iour for the interacting partners, and hence change established evolu-
tionary interpretations. We also illustrate how the different ways that
information can be transmitted by the behavioural inheritance system
– through two parents, through a single parent or through non-parents
– may alter the manner and the direction in which evolution proceeds.
We go on to argue that social learning and the establishment of tradi-
tions may lead to a shift in the level at which selection occurs, and some-
times to rapid and effective speciation. Finally, we examine the intricate
and subtle ways in which learning and traditions affect the evolution
of the genetic basis of learning and of morphological characters. The
overall result is a picture of the evolution of animal behaviour that is
driven and shaped by habits and traditions.

Although this book is mainly about birds and mammals, some aspects

Prefacex
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of the developmental approach we advocate are also relevant to inver-
tebrates. The implications of the view we present also bear on how one
sees the structure of the human mind, and how the developmental 
and evolutionary relationships between genes and behaviour are under-
stood. These two problems are related, and are at present hotly debat-
ed. Our position, which we explain in the introductory chapters and
return to in the final chapter, is that the facile assumption that many
animal and human behaviours are underlain by pre-existing, specifically
selected mental modules is often unfounded. The relationship between
mind, behaviour and genes is usually a lot more subtle and circuitous
than is assumed by most sociobiologists and evolutionary psychologists.
The structure, the limits and the possibilities of the wide behavioural
plasticity of birds and mammals have hardly been explored, and,
although all behaviour has a genetic basis, the attempt to derive behav-
iours or mental states solely from pre-existing genetic programs is at
best problematical, and at worse absurd. 

Writing this book has been a very gratifying experience. We were
encouraged by colleagues from our home institutions and from else-
where. We are very grateful to the Wissenschaftskolleg in Berlin, which
enabled E. J. to spend a year in a stimulating and challenging environ-
ment, and provided ideal working conditions. The discussions in the
biology group, the excellent library services and the encouragement pro-
vided by the fellows and the staff of the Kolleg have been invaluable. 

We were, in fact, extremely fortunate to encounter the scientific com-
munity at its best. Almost all of the very many individuals to whom we
turned for material or advice have been enormously generous, often
without knowing us previously. They devoted much of their time to our
questions and requests, sent us papers and even books that we could
not obtain, corresponded with us and helped us in every conceivable
way. In this cynical age, it was a heart-warming experience. We have
learnt and benefited enormously from the flood of material we received,
although because of lack of space we could not incorporate all of it into
the final manuscript. We are very grateful to all of them. In particular,
we would like to thank the following friends, colleagues, students and
former teachers for various forms of help, advice and encouragement:
Israel Avital, Orit Avital, Zvi Atzmon, Carol Berman, Sharmila
Choudhury, Yehuda Elkana, Rachel Galun, Lilach Gang, Dani Golani, J.
Lee Kavanau, Mikhal Lederer, Yaron Lehavi, Alicia F. Lieberman, Shlomit
Magen, Yoram Okhanuna, Laor Orshan, Craig Packer, Meir P. Pener,
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Frederick D. Provenza, Alexander F. Skutch, Iddo Tavory, Timothy H. Tear
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invaluable criticism, penetrating comments and a lot of encouragement.
We thank our editor, Tracey Sanderson, for her help and patience
through the gestation and delivery periods of this book. We also thank
our mothers for the very valuable and long-lasting legacies they have
transmitted to us. Silvi Fridman-Avital deserves special thanks for her
competent editorial assistance, useful criticism of some of the chapters,
and for the construction (along with Dror and Shakhaf) of a long-term,
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colleague, Marion Lamb, without whom this book would never have seen
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